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WHAT IS WAR?: REFLECTIONS ON
FREE SPEECH IN "WARTIME"
t
Ronald KL. Collins* & David M Skover**
[I]n order to understand free speech, we must understand free
speech in wartime.
-- Geoffrey R. Stone'
One mark of a great book is its ability to make its readers think.
Through a combination of insight, research, and analysis, great books
lead the mind into fields of thought where new seeds of ideas may be
planted. By that measure, Geoffrey Stone's Perilous Times: Free Speech in
Wartime stands to be considered a great book. In time, it may well take its
place on the mantel with other great works - one thinks of Chafee's Free
Speech in the United States,2 Emerson's The System of Freedom of
Expression,3 and Levy's Emergence of a Free Press. Such books inspire
their readers to reflect on the historical lessons of free speech and the
directions for its future.
Most certainly, many of the thoughts that follow were influenced by
Professor Stone's new book. This Article is our way of acknowledging our
debt to him, in that he is one of those writers who have provoked us to think
t ©2005 Ronald K.L. Collins & David M. Skover. We thank Hans Linde, who
provided initial inspiration and direction for this essay, and Louis Fisher and Christopher N.
May, who kindly read earlier drafts. They, of course, should not be held responsible for any
shortcomings in this work. Early versions of this piece were presented at Rutgers School of
Law-Camden and Seattle University School of Law.
* Scholar, First Amendment Center, Arlington, Va.; B.A., University of California,
Santa Barbara, 1971; J.D., Loyola, Los Angeles, Law School, 1975.
** Professor of Law, Seattle University Law School; A.B., Princeton, 1974; J.D., Yale
Law School, 1978.
I. GEOFFREY R. STONE, PERILOUS TIMES: FREE SPEECH IN WARTIME FROM THE SEDITION
ACT OF 1798 TO THE WAR ON TERRORISM 8 (2004).
2. ZECHARIAH CHAFEE, JR., FREE SPEECH IN THE UNITED STATES (1941) (expanded and
updated from ZECHARIAH CHAFEE, JR., FREEDOM OF SPEECH (1920)).
3. THOMAS 1. EMERSON, THE SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION (1970) (largely
derived and expanded from THOMAS I. EMERSON, TOWARD A GENERAL THEORY OF THE FIRST
AMENDMENT (1966)).
4. LEONARD W. LEVY, EMERGENCE OF A FREE PRESS (1985) (revised, updated, and
corrected from LEONARD W. LEVY, LEGACY OF SUPPRESSION (1960)).
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differently about free speech in America and to add novel dimensions to
accepted ideas about freedom. Whether our ideas do justice to Stone's book
is for others to decide. Meanwhile, let us begin to plant a few seeds of our
own.
I. INTRODUCTION
We start with Holmes and what he declared in the first landmark case
about free speech in wartime - Schenck v. United States.5 "When a nation is
at war," he stressed, "many things that might be said in time of peace are
such a hindrance to its effort that their utterance will not be endured so long
as men fight and that no Court could regard them as protected by any
constitutional right."6 If such a statement is meant as a proposition of
constitutional law rather than as mere rhetoric, what does it suggest? At least,
it posits that a determination of "war" will very much affect the level of
constitutional protection for expression. Indeed, that determination was the
predicate in Schenck itself for the application of the infamous "clear and
present danger" test.
7
For First Amendment purposes, four questions follow naturally from
Holmes's maxim:
1. What is "war"?
2. Which branch or branches of the federal government have the power to
determine the existence of "war"?
3. Should there be different standards of judicial review for constitutional
protection of expression during "wartime"?
4. In contemporary times, what rules and standards for judicial review are
to be applied for constitutional protection of expression during
"wartime"?
By raising such questions, we hope to shed some new light on old law, to
challenge the conventional wisdom about the "clear and present danger" test
5. 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
6. Id. at 52. Similar statements can be found in New York Times Co. v. United States,
403 U.S. 713, 726 (1971) (Brennan, J., concurring); Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 450
(1969) (Douglas, J., concurring); Gilbert v. Minnesota, 254 U.S. 325, 338-39 (1920)
(Brandeis, J., dissenting); and Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 627-28 (1919) (Holmes,
J., dissenting), among other places.
7. Schenk, 249 U.S. at 52.
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and its progeny, and to begin to reconfigure First Amendment analysis in
"wartime." 8
II. WHAT IS "WAR"?
A.
A book subtitled Free Speech in Wartime invites its readers to reflect not
only on the conditions under which speech is free, but on the conditions
under which the nation is at war. Thankfully, Professor Stone has done an
admirable and unprecedented job in mapping the terrain of the former. By
comparison, this Article focuses more centrally on the relatively unmapped
territory of the latter, at least with respect to First Amendment analysis.
At various points, Perilous Times intimates the importance of our
inquiry, "What Is War?" (In fact, that partially explains our interest in the
question.) In the introduction to his work, Professor Stone reminds us of the
significant fact that "[i]n the entire history of the United States, the national
government has never attempted to punish opposition to government
policies, except in time of war."9 And in the conclusion, as he synthesizes
more than five hundred pages of history and analysis of wartime speech
suppression, Stone observes: "After two centuries of wrestling with [the
question of speech liberty versus national security], we seemed to have
reached consensus on two key propositions: the Constitution applies in time
of war, but the special demands of war may affect the application of the
Constitution.' 0 Moreover, in discussing periods of armed hostilities during
which expressive rights were violated, Stone frequently uses the more elastic
term "episode"" rather than "war," and describes the 1798 conflict with
France as a "half-war.' 12 These references, and many others, are clear signs
that he was duly mindful of the relevance of the "war" question.
8. An important caveat: To avoid confusion, we think it wise to sharpen the focus of
our inquiry at the outset. We are more concerned with the influence of the Presidency on
domestic "wartime" policies implicating free-speech rights than with the powers of the
Commander in Chief to wage military hostilities at home and abroad. While the two are
related, we recognize that the legal analysis of one is likely to differ from that of the other.
9. STONE, supra note 1, at 5.
10. Id. at 543.
11. Id. at 3, 528, 530, 533, 536.
12. Id. at 15.
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Our inquiry is especially pressing in light of the uncommon challenges
that our current political climate poses to civil liberties generally. In Perilous
Times, Professor Stone contends that the Bush administration "declared a
'war' on terrorism" as a "rhetorical device to rally the public" and to justify
governmental exercise of "extraordinary powers traditionally reserved to the
executive in wartime."' 3 He is concerned over the prospect of "a war that
would last indefinitely" (a "perpetual war") during which "civil liberties are
'suspended"' and "'emergency' restrictions" imposed as "a permanent
fixture of American life."'14 In a public interview, Professor Stone
recommends that constitutional parameters may have to be placed upon a
"state of war" to ensure the security of First Amendment liberties. 5 Yet,
given the already voluminous character of his scholarly enterprise, it is
perhaps understandable that he did not devote more ink to an extended
analysis of the operative legal concept of "wartime." Stone has identified the
issue, but it remains to us here (and many other constitutional scholars and
lawyers elsewhere) to problematize.
B.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, who had served in the Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry during the Civil War,16 was ever the militarist. His jurisprudence
was born out of Darwinian skepticism and militaristic realism, a deep-seated
belief in battles culminating in the survival of the fittest. 17 Such a faith in the
power of struggle to propel civilization was evident in his free-speech
decisions as well - first in Schenck's deference to the national government's
authority to wage war, the First Amendment notwithstanding, and next in
Abrams's paean to the struggle of competing ideas in the marketplace, the
national war powers notwithstanding. In the contest between Holmes's two
13. Id. at 554.
14. Id. at 554-55.
15. Interview by Ronald K.L. Collins with Geoffrey Stone in Different Wars, Similar
Fears: An Interview about Government Restrictions on Free Speech in Wartime, FIRST
REPORTS 14 (First Amendment Center, Arlington, Va.), Nov. 2004 [hereinafter Different
Wars, Similar Fears] (addressing the issue of First Amendment protections during undefined
and unending "wars").
16. See LIVA BAKER, THE JUSTICE FROM BEACON HILL: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF OLIVER
WENDELL HOLMES 107 (1991).
17. See ALBERT W. ALSCHULER, LAW WITHOUT VALUES: THE LIFE, WORK, AND LEGACY
OF JUSTICE HOLMES 79-81 (2000).
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opinions, however, Schenck became the law and Abrams became the
aspiration. In other words, the war paradigm predominated.
When Holmes referred to a "nation at war," the legal concept of war was
relatively straightforward. Largely grounded in the textual constitutionalism
of 1787, the idea of "war" was inextricably linked to what was set forth in
Article I, Section 8, Clause 11: "The Congress shall have the Power ... To
declare War." The Executive, by contrast, was authorized by Article II,
Section 2, Clause 1 to serve as "Commander in Chief' of the armed forces.
In other words, the Constitution's text divided the war powers into two
categories: Congress's power to take the military offensive, and thereby
move the nation from a formal state of peace to a formal state of war, and the
Executive's inherent power to take defensive military actions to repel sudden
attacks.'8 In either case, the President as Commander in Chief was also
vested with authority to conduct military operations, whether undertaken
pursuant to a formal declaration or initiated under his inherent power to repel
attacks.' 9
18. For thoughtful analyses of the dichotomies between offensive and defensive war
powers as based in constitutional text and original understandings, see NEAL DEVINS & Louis
FISHER, THE DEMOCRATIC CONSTITUTION 103-07 (2004); Louis FISHER, PRESIDENTIAL WAR
POWER 1-12 (2d ed. 2004) [hereinafter FISHER, PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER]; EDWARD KEYNES,
UNDECLARED WAR: TWILIGHT ZONE OF CONSTITUTIONAL POWER 3-5, 33-40 (1982);
CHRISTOPHER N. MAY, IN THE NAME OF WAR: JUDICIAL REVIEW AND THE WAR POWERS SINCE
1918, at 16-17 (1989). For a more skeptical analysis challenging the clarity of the
Constitution's text and original understanding on the necessity for and formalities of
congressional authorization for armed hostilities, see generally William Michael Treanor, The
War Powers outside the Courts, in THE CONSTITUTION IN WARTIME: BEYOND ALARMISM AND
COMPLACENCY 143-60 (Mark Tushnet ed., 2005) [hereinafter THE CONSTITUTION IN
WARTIME].
19. Because Article I vests Congress with regulatory power over the military, the
President's powers as Commander in Chief were not historically understood to grant him
unlimited discretionary authority to conduct military operations. See, e.g., THE FEDERALIST
No. 69, at 418 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961) (describing the Commander
in Chief power as "nothing more than the supreme command and direction of the military and
naval forces, as first General and admiral of the Confederacy"); JOSEPH STORY,
COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES § 1192, at 418 (Ronald Rotunda
& John Nowak, eds., Carolina Academic Press, 1987) (1833) (Without Congress's regulation
of the military, "the most summary and severe punishments might be inflicted at the mere will
of the executive."). For an argument that this historical understanding of the separation of the
war powers limits the authority of the President and military officials to establish military
commissions without congressional legislation, particularly in the context of the current "war
against terrorism," see generally Brief Amicus Curiae of Louis Fisher in Support of Petitioner-
Appellee Urging Affirmance, Hamdan v. Rumsfield, No. 04-5393, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS
2005]
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Under the constitutional scheme, to declare war was to define war. This
operative principle had little to do with the nuances of conceptualizing war
(that would come much later), and everything to do with the formalities of
declaring war. That is, war was whatever Congress said it was. Thus, writing
in 1801, Chief Justice Marshall explained in Talbot v. Seeman: "The whole
powers of war being by the constitution of the United States, vested in
congress, the acts of that body can alone be resorted to as our guides in this
[wartime seizure case]."20
Chief Justice Marshall's maxim and Congress's notion of war were
linked, of course, to the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries'
understanding of "war" as a state of armed hostilities between two or more
sovereign nations created by a formal declaration of war and ended by an
official declaration of peace, and "limited only by the laws and usages of
nations.' It is much that same determinate meaning of "war" that governed
when President Woodrow Wilson outlined the case for declaring war against
Germany in a speech to the joint houses of Congress on April 2, 1917; when
Congress declared war four days later; when Congress made war a predicate
to prosecution under Section 3 of the Espionage Act of 1917 (amended by
the Sedition Act of 1918);22 and when Justice Holmes penned his opinion in
Schenck v. United States.
23
Since Holmes's day, the definition of "war" (in contrast to the issue of
who is constitutionally authorized by the text to initiate hostilities) has been
2474 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (urging affirmance of district court's order in Hamdan v. Rumsfield,
344 F. Supp. 2d 152 (D.D.C. 2004)), available at http://nimj.org/documents/BriefAmicus_
Curiae of Louis Fisher.pdf (copy also on file with authors). Dr. Louis Fisher, the Senior
Specialist in Separation of Powers with the Congressional Research Service of the Library of
Congress, contends that the Bush administration's assertion of inherent constitutional power
to create military commissions in the absence of congressional authorization ignores the
history of the Founding era and subsequent use of military commissions to address crimes
outside of the jurisdiction of any existing civil court. Id. at 4-9. See generally Louis FISHER,
MILITARY TRIBUNALS AND PRESIDENTIAL POWER: AMERICAN REVOLUTION TO THE WAR ON
TERRORISM (2005).
20. Talbot v. Seeman, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 1, 28 (1801) (emphasis added); accord Bas v.
Tingy, 4 U.S. (4 Dall.) 37, 43 (1800) (Chase, J., seriatim opinion).
21. MAY, supra note 18, at 16 (quoting John Quincy Adams, then a member of the
House of Representatives).
22. Section 3 of the Espionage Act of 1917 begins: "Whoever, when the United States is
at war .. " Espionage Act of 1917, ch. 30, § 3, 40 Stat. 217, 219, amended by Sedition Act
of 1918, ch. 75, § 1, 40 Stat. 553, 553 (repealed 1921).
23. 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
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transformed by America's involvement in armed conflicts during the late
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.
Irrelevance of a Formal Declaration of War: Although the Constitution
allocates to Congress the power to declare war, a formal declaration has not
proven historically to be a condition precedent for the existence of "war";
and in more modem times, such a declaration has become entirely irrelevant.
Consider that, prior to 1990, "only five of the eleven major conflicts fought
by the United States abroad [were] formally declared wars. 24 After that date,
each and every one of the episodes of war-like hostilities waged by
Presidents George H. W. Bush, William J. Clinton, and George W. Bush
occurred in the absence of any Article I, Section 8 declaration.
Non-State Parties as War Enemies: Unlike the military definition of war
as hostilities between contending sovereign states or groups with equal
power, 2' a current "war" may involve a relatively powerless enemy that is
not recognized as a sovereign state. For example, reflect on President
Clinton's 1993 combat operations in Somalia to roust the politico-military
figure Mohamed Farah Aideed, and Clinton's 1994 air strikes in Bosnia to
bomb Serbian militias.26
Short Duration or Low-Level Intensity of Hostilities: The American
political culture currently understands a state of "war" to exist even when the
actual armed conflict is relatively small and of short duration. The best
modem example is President Ronald Reagan's October to December 1983
invasion of Grenada.27
Rise of "Metaphorical Wars ": Increasingly, the conventional concept of
a clash of arms in multiple theaters of war (e.g., World Wars I & II) is
24. ELDER WIr, CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY'S GUIDE TO THE U.S. SUPREME COURT
186 (2d ed. 1990). Congress declared the War of 1812, the Mexican War (1846-1848), the
Spanish-American War (1898), World War I (1917-1918), and World War 11 (1941-1945). Id.
The six other episodes include the undeclared war with France (1798-1800), two Barbary wars(1801-1805, 1815), Mexican-American conflicts (1914-1917), the Korean War (1950-1953)(conducted under a Security Council resolution and, at serious political cost, labeled a "police
action"), and the Vietnam War (1964-1973). For First Amendment purposes, Professor Stone
treats only the undeclared wars with France, Korea, and Vietnam to be "episodes" of equal
significance to the five congressionally declared wars.
25. For the military definition of war, see "War" in the Encyclopedia Britannica Online,
at http://www.britannica.comL/eb/article?tocld=9110187 (last visited Mar. 25, 2005). Military
writers confine the term "war" to hostilities between contending groups of equal power where
the outcome is uncertain for a time. See id.
26. FISHER, PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER, supra note 18, at 177-80, 183-86.
27. Id. at 161-63.
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supplanted by the contemporary notion of a clash of ideologies that justifies
a state of "war" in which the government may act in ways normally deemed
illegal or immoral, including killing "enemies" (even innocents), destroying
property, and suppressing free speech.
Perhaps there is no better example of this than America's current "war
on terrorism." Professor Bruce Ackerman colorfully depicts the phenomenon
of "metaphorical war" when he invokes: "The Cold War. The War on
Poverty. The War on Crime. The War on Drugs. The War on Terrorism."'2 8
Analyzing the force of rhetorical "war," Ackerman continues: "There is
something about the presidency that loves war-talk. Even at its most
metaphorical, martial rhetoric allows the President to invoke his special
mystique as Commander in Chief, calling the public to sacrifice greatly for
the good of the nation. 29 Such rhetorical ploys for drumming up wartime
national spirits, however, may have disastrous consequences. When America
engages in "unconnected clashes over political, social and religious matters"
in the name of a "war on terrorism," international political analyst Tim
Garden remarks, "the term implies there's a military solution to each of these
problems, and there isn't., 30 Even the September I 1th Commission's report
cautions us that "the notion of fighting an enemy called 'terrorism' is too
diffuse and vague to be effective. 31
By forfeiting any categorical definition of war in situations involving the
use of military force, the strained concept of "metaphorical war" will place a
premium on popular approval in order to set any political boundaries on the
President's unilateral initiation and continuation of armed hostilities.
"President Bush has.., already won in the court of public opinion," Bruce
Ackerman stresses. "Thanks to the media's uncritical repetition of the
28. Bruce Ackerman, This Is Not a War, 113 YALE L.J. 1871 (2004) [hereinafter
Ackerman, This Is Not a War].
29. Id. at 1872 (citation omitted).
30. Todd Richissin, 'War on Terror' Difficult to Define, SEATTLE TIMES, Sept. 2, 2004,
at A23 (quoting Tim Garden).
31. Glenn Kessler, 'Terrorism' Catchall Too Vague an Enemy, SEATTLE TIMES, July 23,
2004, at A 15 (presenting an incisive op-ed on the September 11 th Commission Report). The
report emphasizes the distinction between terrorists and terrorism. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
TERRORIST ATTACKS UPON THE UNITED STATES, THE 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT 363 (2004),
available at http://www.9-1 1commission.gov/report/911 Report.pdf. "The goals [in the
struggle against Islamist terrorism] seem unlimited: Defeat terrorism anywhere in the
world .... Vague goals... lower[] expectations for government effectiveness." Id. at 364.
[Vol. 36:833
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President's rhetoric, (almost) everybody thinks it's obvious that we are in the
middle of a 'war on terrorism."' 3 2
Time-Unlimited Wars: Somewhat foreign to today's mind is an Article I,
Section 8 concept of a declared war that begins at a specified point in time
and ends at another equally specific time. The First World War is a classic
example of a date-specific war. The "Great War" began on April 6, 1917,
when Congress formally declared war, and ended with the armistice of June
28, 1919. Contrast that to the Korean War, which remained in formal
existence for 25 years after hostilities ended in 1953, and the boundless
nature of America's latest "war," namely, the "war on terrorism."
In this respect, Professor Stone's commentary on the phenomenon is
noteworthy, to say the least. He appreciates that "a wartime situation
that... has no time limit''a3 poses special problems. "If the government
insists on framing the conflict in that way," he argues, "the Court should
refuse to consider the restrictions of civil liberties as temporary measures
designed to deal with a short-term emergency. It should be especially
skeptical of such restrictions and should examine them with particularly
careful scrutiny.34 This crucial warning both anticipates and implicates the
arguments made in later sections of this Article.
C.
Today's "war on terrorism" and other former military "episodes," to
borrow Professor Stone's term, reflect the transition from the formalism of
the Founders to the functionalism of contemporary actors. That is, they
represent a move away from a fixed definition of war to a fluid concept of
war, a shift from a determinate idea to an indeterminate one. In many ways,
the modern concept of war is so open-ended as to resemble the work product
of a Derridian deconstructionist." In this realm, indeterminacy governs.
32. Ackerman, This Is Not a War, supra note 28, at 1876.
33. Different Wars, Similar Fears, supra note 15, at 14.
34. Id. (emphasis added).
35. See JACQUES DERRIDA, Force of Law: The 'Mystical Foundation of Authority,' in
DECONSTRUCTION & THE POSSIBILITY OF JUSTICE 3-4 (Drucilla Cornell et al. eds., 1992)(noting, among other things, how deconstruction posits the "absence of rules, of norms, of
definitive criteria"); see also Michel Rosenfeld, Deconstruction & Legal Interpretation:
Conflict, Indeterminacy & the Temptations of the New Legal Formalism, in DECONSTRUCTION
& THE POSSIBILITY OF JUSTICE, supra, at 152-210 (noting, among other things, how the "old
formalism" holds that the application of a "legal rule leads to determinate results" but
2005]
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There are no methodological criteria by which to judge the excesses of
power. While such indeterminacy may be tolerated at a philosophical or
literary level, it wreaks havoc at a more pragmatic constitutional level when
applied to a First Amendment context such as that governed by Schenck and
its progeny.
If the concept of "war" - Schenck's predicate for diluting free speech
rights - now has evolved to a point where it is beyond any meaningful
constitutional definition, then the mere invocation of the word takes on
talismanic powers. For example, if the "war on terrorism" becomes the
touchstone for First Amendment analysis, and if that phrase is largely devoid
of any precise meaning, our free-speech freedoms could appreciably be
diminished in "wartime." When the idea of "war" is so elastic that it need not
be declared by Congress, or declared against a sovereign state, or exist for a
specified period of time, then an "Imperial Presidency" might well abridge
First Amendment rights with impunity.
III. WHO DETERMINES THE EXISTENCE OF "WAR"?
[Tihe war power stems from a declaration of war. The
Constitution by Art. L § 8, gives Congress, not the President,




William 0. Douglas was a wild card. Where others walked gingerly, he
marched boldly. His First Amendment absolutism exceeded even that of his
fellow absolutist, Hugo Black. What especially rankled him in certain free
expression cases like United States v. 0 'Brien17 and The Pentagon Papers
Case38 was the Executive's claim of inherent authority to suppress speech
under its wartime powers even in the absence of any congressional
declaration of war. As he put it in his lone dissent in O'Brien:
nonetheless notes its demise owing to a "loss of faith concerning the availability of objective
criteria").
36. New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 715 (1971) (Douglas, J.,
concurring).
37. 391 U.S. 367 (1968).
38. New York Times, 403 U.S. 713.
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The Court states that the constitutional power of Congress to raise and
support armies is "broad and sweeping" and that Congress' power "to
classify and conscript manpower for military service is 'beyond question."'
This is undoubtedly true in times when, by declaration of Congress, the
Nation is in a state of war. The underlying and basic problem in this case,
however, is whether conscription is permissible in the absence of a
declaration of war. That question has not been briefed nor was it presented in
oral argument; but it is, I submit, a question upon which the litigants and the
country are entitled to a ruling.
39
Douglas's jurisprudence emphasized what he viewed as the necessary
link between questions of exercising constitutional power and questions of
curtailing constitutional rights. For him, the power question preceded the
rights question. Hence, even in a draft-protest case, unless the Executive was
clearly authorized by law to initiate offensive hostilities, it could claim no
power at all, including any supposed auxiliary powers to suppress speech.
Such constitutionalism, salutary and too-often forgotten, is aberrational
when it comes to judicial review of the question, "Who determines the
existence of war?" That question is entirely absent in First Amendment
wartime cases, despite Holmes's admonition in Schenck. But why is that so?
Over the course of two centuries, the traditional constitutional line that
divided congressional and executive war powers - the distinction between
Congress's "offensive" powers to declare war and regulate the armed forces
and the President's emergency "defensive" powers as Commander in Chief-
has become virtually impossible to maintain in modernity. How can the 1787
"offensive/defensive" formula be meaningfully reconciled with
contemporary armed conflicts? For example, as political scientist Edward
Keynes asks, is "the deployment of U.S. intermediate-range missiles in
Turkey or [the American response to] the stationing of Soviet combat troops
in Cuba a defensive or an offensive measure?' 4° By the same token, in "an
era of supersonic intercontinental strategic weapons, is a preemptive first
strike defensive or offensive according to the Framers' classification?
Is ... the U.S. invasion of Cambodia an aggressive war prohibited by the
United Nations Charter or a defensive action permitted by international
39. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 389-90 (Douglas, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
40. KEYNES, supra note 18, at 3.
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practice?" 4' To raise such inquiries is to diminish a bright-line notion of a
separation of wartime powers.
Predictably, then, the American political and legal system has merged
over time the constitutionally divided war powers into a unitary national war
power that often enables the President to wage "wars" not declared by
Congress. 42 "During the twentieth century," Keynes summarizes, "aggressive
Presidents and supine Congresses have transformed the President's
constitutional authority .... With the federal judiciary's blessing, Congress
and the President have fused their respective and constitutionally distinct
powers into a national war power that the commander in chief exercises with
very few limitations.
Several historical examples help to illustrate this point:
Civil War Era: For any variety of political and prudential reasons, the
Supreme Court (5-4) upheld President Abraham Lincoln's broad assumption
of wartime powers when he imposed a naval blockade on Confederate ports
that Congress retroactively sanctioned three months later. Although Justice
Robert Grier's opinion for the majority in The Prize Cases44 acknowledged
Congress's power to declare a national war, it nonetheless recognized that
the President need not wait for express legislative authority before engaging
in offensive and defensive emergency measures to suppress insurrections. 45
In effect, The Prize Cases ushered in a regime in which the separation-of-
powers principle could be satisfied by ex post facto congressional ratification
of unilateral executive initiation of hostilities, at least in emergency
situations that could not await formal congressional approval.46
Vietnam Era: America's military intervention in Southeast Asia was "the
longest undeclared war in U.S. history, costing well over $100 billion and
41. Id. at 3-4.
42. The problem of the Presidency's "self-declared war" (with or without subsequent
congressional ratification) is particularly acute when, as now, there is one-party control of
both the legislative and executive branches.
43. KEYNES, supra note 18, at I.
44. 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635 (1862).
45. In contrast, Justice Samuel Nelson's dissenting opinion declared: Before a civil war
can exist "in contemplation of law, it must be recognized or declared by the sovereign power
of the State, and which sovereign power by our Constitution is lodged in the Congress of the
United States." Id. at 690 (Nelson, J., dissenting).
46. See WITT, supra note 24, at 187-88; see also THE OXFORD GUIDE TO UNITED STATES
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS 246-47 (Kermit L. Hall, ed., 1999); DEVrNS & FISHER, supra note
18, at 110-11; FISHER, PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER, supra note 18, at 38-39; KEYNES, supra
note 18, at 105-09.
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360,000 American dead and wounded. '' 7 Only after Harry S. Truman and
Dwight D. Eisenhower sent economic assistance and military advisers to the
French in Indochina, after John F. Kennedy escalated the number of military
advisers and assigned them combat roles, and after Lyndon B. Johnson
ordered the Navy to retaliate against the North Vietnamese in response to
their alleged bombing of U.S. ships in the Gulf of Tonkin did Congress issue
a resolution authorizing future Executive action. The 1964 Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution48 was taken by the Executive to sanction a full-scale war in
Vietnam. During that era, the federal judiciary invoked justiciability
doctrines, such as standing and political question, to dispense with
challenges to the constitutionality of the President's actions in the Vietnam
conflict.49
War Powers Resolution: The 1973 resolution 5 lists conditions under
which the President may deploy military forces, and restricts their use to 60
days without congressional authorization (with the possibility of a 30-day
extension)." Ostensibly passed by Congress to constrain the President's
unilateral initiation of hostilities,51 it has been criticized as an
unconstitutional delegation of the legislative war powers. Senator Thomas
Eagleton denounced it as a "complete distortion of the war powers
concept., 53 And Representative William Green claimed that the bill, if
carefully read, "is actually an expansion of the Presidential warmaking
power, rather than a limitation. 54 Their concerns are understandable. If the
President can engage in war-making for 90 days in the absence of an Article
I, Section 8 declaration, why then not for 180 or 360 or 720 days should
47. WITr, supra note 24, at 195.
48. H.R.J. Res. 1145, 88th Cong. (1964) (enacted).
49. See, e.g., Holtzman v. Schlesinger, 414 U.S. 1304 (1973); DaCosta v. Laird, 405
U.S. 979 (1972); Massachusetts v. Laird, 400 U.S. 886 (1970); Velvel v. Nixon, 396 U.S.
1042 (1970); Holmes v. United States, 391 U.S. 936 (1968); McArthur v. Clifford, 393 U.S.
1002 (1968); Mora v. McNamara, 387 F.2d 862 (D.C. Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 934
(1967); Atlee v. Laird, 347 F. Supp. 689 (E.D. Pa. 1972), affd sub nom. Atlee v. Richardson,
411 U.S. 911 (1973). Extended discussions of these and other relevant cases are provided in
FISHER, PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER, supra note 18, at 123-28; KEYNES, supra note 18, at 119-
60; LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 234-35 (2d ed. 1988).
50. War Powers Resolution of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-148, 87 Stat. 555 (1973) (adopted
on November 7, 1973, over President Nixon's veto).
51. Id. § 5(a)-(b).
52. See id. § 2(a)-(c).
53. 119 CONG. REc. 36,177 (1973).
54. Id. at 36,204.
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Congress so resolve? Therefore, the resolution may be challenged, as
Professor Laurence Tribe astutely observes, "as insufficiently restoring
Congress's constitutionally contemplated role in war-making.""
Modern Judicial Abdication: In the 1980s and 1990s, members of
Congress sued Ronald W. Reagan (regarding military operations in El
Salvador, Grenada, Nicaragua, and the Persian Gulf) and William J. Clinton
(regarding the air war against Yugoslavia) for violations of the War Powers
Resolution and the Constitution's War Powers Clause. Similarly, as George
W. Bush threatened to attack Baghdad pursuant to Congress's October 2002
Iraq Resolution, 7 six federal lawmakers (together with soldiers and parents)
challenged the measure as an unconstitutional delegation of Congress's
exclusive powers to declare war." Dismissing all of these contested claims,
the federal courts reveled in "the passive virtues" 59 of standing, ripeness, and
political question, among others. Caught "in the crossfire" between the
Congress and the Executive, as Neal Devins and Louis Fisher put it, "federal
judges essentially told the legislators complaining of executive
aggrandizement, Don't come in here and expect us to do your work for
you." '60 And, despite the Court's qualified skepticism 6 as to Executive
55. TRIBE, supra note 49, at 236.
56. Campbell v. Clinton, 52 F. Supp. 2d 34 (D.D.C. 1999), affid, 203 F.3d 19 (D.C. Cir.
2000) (regarding air strikes in Yugoslavia; dismissed on standing grounds); Lowry v. Reagan,
676 F. Supp. 333 (D.D.C. 1987) (regarding escort operations and military conflict in Persian
Gulf; dismissed on standing grounds); Conyers v. Reagan, 578 F. Supp. 324 (D.D.C. 1984)
(regarding invasion of Grenada; dismissed on political question grounds), vacated as moot,
765 F.2d 1124 (D.C. Cir. 1985); Sanchez-Espinoz v. Reagan, 568 F. Supp. 596 (D.D.C. 1983)
(regarding American-sponsored terrorist raids in Nicaragua; dismissed on political question
grounds); Crockett v. Reagan, 558 F. Supp. 893 (D.D.C. 1982), aff'd, 720 F.2d 1355 (D.C.
Cir. 1983) (regarding supplying military equipment and assistance to the El Salvador
government; dismissed on political question grounds).
57. Pressured in October 2002 to authorize hostilities before the November
congressional elections, Congress passed the Authorization for Use of Military Force Against
Iraq Resolution of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-243, 116 Stat. 1498 (2002). The Iraq Resolution did
not formally declare war against Iraq, but left the decision to commence hostilities to the
President's discretion. Id.
58. Doe v. Bush, 240 F. Supp. 2d 95 (D. Mass. 2002) (dismissed on political question
grounds), aff'd, 323 F.3d 133 (1 st Cir. 2003) (dismissed on ripeness grounds).
59. This phrase for devices of judicial self-restraint comes from the late Professor
Alexander Bickel. See ALEXANDER BICKEL, THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH: THE SUPREME
COURT AT THE BAR OF POLITICS 111-98 (1962).
60. DEVINS & FISHER, supra note 18, at 121.
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overreaching in the enemy combatant cases, 62 no one really expects the
Justices to intervene any time soon - not even Justice Clarence Thomas, the
originalist - in order to preserve the integrity of the Constitution's textual
division of war powers. In this respect, Clinton Rossiter's observations
resonate strongly: Most of the President's "significant deeds and decisions as
commander in chief' have been "challengeable in no court but that of
impeachment. ,
63
These historical events and others paint a portrait of Executive "self-
declared war" powers frequently unchecked by Congress and virtually
untouched by the Court. Not surprisingly, academic study of that portrait
focuses largely on its separation-of-powers dimensions - that is, on the
accretion of Article II Commander in Chief powers at the expense of Article
I war powers and Article III judicial review powers. Rarely analyzed,
however, are the likely injuries to free-speech liberties resulting from such an
aggrandizement of presidential wartime authority.
To date, the theory of a unitary national war power exercised by the
Executive without effective restraint has not been formally incorporated into
First Amendment jurisprudence. But its relevance cannot be gainsaid. Insofar
as the Executive uses "war" as a predicate for diminishing constitutionally
recognized rights, and insofar as the Court refuses to cabin the Executive's
wartime powers for First Amendment purposes, the constitutional guarantee
of expressive freedoms becomes an oxymoron6 4 In this respect, political
61. See Ronald Dworkin, What the Court Really Said, N.Y. REv. BOOKS, Apr. 12, 2004,
at 26 ("[T]he justices' arguments provide the legal basis for a much more powerful conclusion
than the Court itself drew ... ").
62. Al Odah v. United States, 124 S. Ct. 2686 (2004); Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct. 2686
(2004); Hamdi v. Rumsfield, 124 S. Ct. 2633 (2004). For incisive analyses of these decisions,
see Laurence Tribe, Supreme Constraint, WALL ST. J., July 1, 2004, at A14; Lyle Denniston,
No Presidential Monopoly on War Powers, at http://www.goldsteinhowe.com/blog/archive/
2004_06_27 SCOTUSblog.cfm (last visited Apr. 3, 2005).
63. WrIT, supra note 24, at 185-86 (quoting Clinton Rossiter).
64. Although our Article focuses specifically on First Amendment speech liberties,
much the same analysis would apply in full force to First Amendment press freedoms. A
richly documented work by Professor Jeffery A. Smith, War and Press Freedom: The
Problem of Prerogative Power (1999), chronicles the legacy of suppression of the American
press, enforced in the name of "self-preservation" and "national security," in the period from
the adoption of the First Amendment through the 1991 Gulf War. The book reveals the
erosion of full press liberties by the emergence of "a presidential-military protectorate
shielded by secrecy and suppression." Id. at viii. For an incisive analytical review of Smith's
book, see Christopher N. May, The Fate and the Promise of a Free Press in War Time,
JUItST, Oct. 1999, at http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/lawbooks/revoct99.htm.
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struggles over Article I and Article II wartime powers are likely to forecast
judicial determinations of First Amendment wartime rights.
IV. SCHENCK SURVIVES: THE LEGACY OF THE FIRST WARTIME PRECEDENT
Every law student in every law school using every constitutional law
casebook knows that the law of free speech in wartime starts with Schenck v.
United States65 (1919) and ends with Brandenburg v. Ohio66 (1969), the
modem restatement of the applicable test. And as every law student believes,
the totally deferential wartime standard for "clear and present danger"
analysis in Schenck and its progeny - Frohwerk v. United States,67 Debs v.
United States,68 Abrams v. United States,69 Schaefer v. United States,70
Gilbert v. Minnesota,71 and Dennis v. United States72 - has been replaced by
the genuinely strict standard of review applied in Brandenburg.
The lasting impression: the Schenck line of cases has been overruled by
Brandenburg. Hence, the governing standard for protection of expression in
wartime is Brandenburg's "imminent lawless action" or incitement test.73
Illustrative of threats to First Amendment press freedoms incurred during the current
"war on terrorism" is the recent controversy over journalist Seymour Hersh's disclosures, in a
New Yorker magazine article, of the Bush administration's secret reconnaissance missions
inside Iran. See Seymour M. Hersh, The Coming Wars: What the Pentagon Can Now Do in
Secret, NEW YORKER, Jan. 17, 2005, available at http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/
?050124fa__fact. The political fury sparked by Hersh's "subversive journalism" led to at least
one call for prosecutorial investigation into possible violations of federal espionage statutes.
See Tony Blankley, Espionage by Any Other Name: Creeping Normalcy of Subversive
Journalism, WASH. TIMES, Jan.19, 2005, at 19 ("[F]ederal prosecutors should review the
information disclosed by Mr. Hersh to determine whether or not his conduct falls within the
proscribed conduct of [the Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C. § 794(a), (b) (2000)]."). In this regard, if
Hersh had taken his "subversive" evidence to a Senator who immediately made a speech on
the floor of Congress disclosing the evidence and demanding that the Director of the CIA
confirm or deny and explain the disclosures, is there any question that the First Amendment
thereafter would guarantee the press the right to publish everything that the Senator had said?
65. 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
66. 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
67. 249 U.S. 204, 206-07 (1919).
68. 249 U.S. 211, 215-17 (1919).
69. 250 U.S. 616, 627-29 (1919).
70. 251 U.S. 466, 262-64 (1920).
71. 254 U.S. 325, 332-34 (1920).
72. 341 U.S. 494, 503-06 (1951).
73. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447.
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Yet what every law student "knows" is wrong. Contrary to their beliefs,
the Schenck to Dennis formulas have never been overruled. This is a fact that
Justice Douglas (joined by Black) bemoaned in his Brandenburg
concurrence. 74 In a strict sense, then, Schenck and its offspring remain
binding law. Moreover, Brandenburg is readily distinguishable. Unlike the
other cases,75 it did not involve a prosecution for speech that interfered with
war efforts.
These points do not escape Professor Stone. He is understandably
vigilant in qualifying his commentary about the significance of Brandenburg
for future wartime cases when he claims that "the [Supreme] Court
effectively overruled in one fell swoop" the Schenck to Dennis line of
authority. 6 Similarly, he asserts that the Court's current "approach would
seem to permit the punishment of subversive advocacy" during wartime only
74. Id. at 450 (Douglas, J., concurring).
75. Hess v. Indiana, 414 U.S. 105 (1973) did apply the Brandenburg "imminent lawless
action" test in the context of an anti-war demonstration. Id. at 108. Like Brandenburg,
however, Hess is not a Schenck-type wartime case. Hess was charged with violating a state
disorderly conduct statute; in contrast, all of the indictments in the Schenck line of cases
involved claims that dissident speech interfered with the conduct of the war. The distinction,
in short, is between charges of public misconduct versus charges of interference with war.
Moreover, Schenck-type cases were grounded in the Espionage Act of 1917 and the Sedition
Act of 1918, for which war is a predicate to violation, whereas the disorderly conduct statute
at issue in Hess was not premised on the existence of war.
On a related front, Professor Stone offers Bond v. Floyd, 385 U.S. 116 (1966), as
germane to the First Amendment wartime line of cases. See STONE, supra note 1, at 521-23.
The issue presented in Bond was "whether the Georgia House of Representatives may
constitutionally exclude appellant Bond, a duly elected Representative, from membership
because of his statements, and statements to which he subscribed, criticizing the policy of the
Federal Government in Vietnam and the operation of the Selective Service laws." Bond, 385
U.S. at 118. The Court held that Bond's statements did not amount to an incitement to violate
the Selective Service statute's prohibitions on counseling against registration for military
service. Id. at 134. Furthermore, the Court determined that, although a state might impose an
oath requirement on legislators, it could not impose greater limitations on their expression of
local or national policy perspectives than might be constitutionally placed upon other private
individuals. Id. at 135. The Bond Court made no reference to the Schenck line of cases, and
articulated no rule to replace the ones used in them. See HARRY KALVEN, JR., A WORTHY
TRADITION: FREEDOM OF SPEECH IN AMERICA 231 (1988) (noting Bond's commentary on
"incitement" was presented "without formal discussion and citation" and without any
discussion of the "location of the constitutional line"). For these reasons, among others, we
find that Bond has no significant bearing upon the legacy of Schenck and its successor rulings.
76. STONE, supra note I, at 523 (emphasis added).
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if the Brandenburg criteria were satisfied." And he acknowledges the view
that, because war involves extraordinary dangers to the nation, ordinary
constitutional standards for protection of free expression should be
suspended: "Under this view, whereas the Court's 1969 decision in
Brandenburg states the proper First Amendment test for reviewing
restrictions of dissent in normal times, courts should defer to the executive in
wartime and resort in such circumstances to something more like the World
War I era 'bad tendency' test. 78 In all of this, Stone is being a careful
scholar.
Despite these admissions, Stone is equally careful not to emphasize
them. He certainly does not highlight the importance of the contextual
differences between Brandenburg and the early wartime cases. Nor does he
concede that Schenck and its progeny have any real precedential value as a
matter of law. Nor will he likely countenance the possibility of different
standards of judicial review for constitutional protection of expression during
wartime and peacetime. More optimistically, he describes Brandenburg as
"redefin[ing] fifty years of jurisprudence in order to articulate a clear and
unambiguous standard to deal in the future with issues like those raised by
the Sedition Act of 1798, the Espionage Act of 1917, and the Smith Act of
1940." 79 And he invokes Brandenburg as an example to be followed by the
Court in "consciously construct[ing] constitutional doctrines that will
provide firm and unequivocal guidance for later periods of stress. '"8
We share Professor Stone's optimism. And we think that he tenders
sound arguments for the claim that Brandenburg eclipses its wartime
predecessors. In this respect, we - like Stone - agree with the late Harry
Kalven, Jr., that Brandenburg should be "the perfect ending to a long
story."'
's
One can only hope. Accordingly, along with Professor Stone, one might
argue that the rule of Schenck is entirely discredited doctrine that should no
longer govern "issues at the very heart of the First Amendment., 82 But if the
Court were pressed in a heads-on challenge to wartime restrictions of speech
77. Id. (emphasis added); see also id. at 529 ("[The Court's own decisions upholding
the World War I prosecutions of dissenters were all later effectively overruled ... )
(emphasis added).
78. Id. at 543.
79. Id. at 548.
80. Id.
81. KALVEN, supra note 75, at 232.
82. STONE, supra note 1, at 548.
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liberties, is it inconceivable that the Justices would return to that doctrine to
reject the challenge?
In today's post-9/1 1 world, Professor Stone's liberal optimism would
surely clash with the conservative skepticism of government lawyers arguing
for the constitutionality of speech-restrictive statutes. Thus, his idealism
would be pitted against the realism of the Bush Justice Department's
cramped views on constitutional liberties. Certainly, it is reasonably within
the realm of possibility that the U.S. Attorney General or the Solicitor
General would urge the Court to retreat to the old and toothless "clear and
present danger" test or Dennis's variation of it.
Indeed, former Attorney General John Ashcroft denounced any judicial
interference with Executive wartime authority in order to protect individual
liberties, albeit not speech freedoms. Lambasting the Court's rulings in three
enemy combatant cases, 3 Ashcroft attacked the "profoundly disturbing
trend" in such intervention. 84 "The danger I see here," he asserted, "is that
intrusive judicial oversight and second-guessing of presidential
determinations in these critical areas can put at risk the very security of our
nation in a time of war."8 5 Would not such a perspective on the fragility of
Fifth Amendment due process rights in wartime86 carry over to First
Amendment expressive rights as well, particularly if they allegedly "affect"
the prosecution of the war? And would not such a perspective be even more
83. Al Odah v. United States, 124 S. Ct. 2686 (2004); Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct. 2686
(2004); Harndi v. Rumsfield, 124 S. Ct. 2633 (2004).
84. Curt Anderson, Ashcrofi Says Judges Threaten National Security by Questioning
Bush Decisions, (Nov. 12, 2004), available at http://newsmine.org/archive/cabal-elite/w-
administration/judicial/ashcroft-says-judges-threaten-national-security-questioning-bush.txt.
85. Id. Former U.S. Solicitor General and D.C. Court of Appeals Judge Robert Bork
similarly bemoaned "judicial micromanagement of America's war against radical Islamic
terrorists," characterizing the Supreme Court's enemy combatant decisions and subsequent
lower court rulings on abuses in military detention policies as "judicial overreaching that is
constitutionally illegitimate and, in practical terms, potentially debilitating." Robert H. Bork &
David B. Rivkin, Jr., A War the Courts Shouldn't Manage, WASH. POST, Jan. 21, 2005, at
A17.
86. Veteran Supreme Court reporter Lyle Denniston has expressed amazement at the
Justice Department's positive spin on the Supreme Court's rulings in the 2004 enemy
combatant cases. Rather than seeing the decisions as a limitation on the Executive's inherent
wartime powers, the Department offers them up as an affirmation of those powers. See Lyle
Denniston, Defeat So Sweet: The Bush Administration's Strange Insistence That It Won the
Detainee Cases, SLATE, Dec. 10, 2004, at http://www.slate.com/Default.aspx?id=2 11091 0&.
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focused so as to reject First Amendment claims whenever terrorist hate
speech is involved?
87
The very hypothesis that Schenck's legacy might survive is, no doubt,
anathema to our fellow liberal and libertarian free-speech advocates. While
raising such a specter, we take some comfort that no less a bona fide liberal
constitutionalist than Bruce Ackerman makes a very similar argument about
the discredited wartime doctrine of Korematsu v. United States.8
"Korematsu has never been formally overruled," Ackerman observes.8 9 "It is
bad law, very bad law, very very bad law. But what will the Supreme Court
say if Arab Americans are herded into concentration camps? Are we certain
any longer that the wartime precedent of Korematsu will not be extended to
the 'war on terrorism?"' 90 Pondering the possibility of "another devastating
terrorist attack," Ackerman asks: "If Hugo Black fell down on the job, will
his successors do any better? ... The war with Japan came to an end, but the
war against terror will not."9'
87. See, e.g., Bruce Fein, Tackling a Root Cause of Terrorism, WASH. TIMES, Dec. 21,
2004, at A 16 (urging that the Intelligence Reform Act be broadened so as to "make criminal
the advocacy ofjihad or sister terrorist activity against any nation or racial, ethnic, religious,
or political group with the specific intent of provoking such terrorism"); Andrew C.
McCarthy, Free Speech for Terrorists?, COMMENT., Mar. 2005, at http://www.
commentarymagazine.com/article.asp?aid= 119030291 (arguing that "[t]he nexus in militant
Islam between advocacy and actual savagery is no longer contestable" and claiming that "the
advocacy of terrorism in this day and age is entitled to no First Amendment protection"). For a
penetrating critique of such commentary, see Paul K. McMasters, Criminalizing Terrorist
Speech Is Tempting, But Wrong, The First Amendment Center, Jan. 9, 2005, at
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/commentary.aspx?id = 14641.
88. 323 U.S. 214, 223-24 (1944) (holding that a conviction under an exclusion order
barring Japanese-Americans from the west coast military sites was valid in light of the war
with Japan and associated security concerns).





If "Korematsu 2" is at all feasible,9 2 why not "Schenck Redux?" Simply
put, given the times and the prevailing government mindset, one discounts
Schenck's legacy at his peril. It is not entirely clear to us that Professor Stone
would, in all instances, discount that legacy. For example, he has
characterized some of the Bush administration's wartime actions as
"shameful" and "breathtaking in [their] excess. 93  Moreover, while
evaluating the political response to the September 1lth terrorist attacks as
"measured in historical terms," he declared in a newspaper interview that "all
bets are off should the nation fall victim to another attack., 94 In other words,
Schenck could have a constitutional come-back.
For now, let us share a good measure of Professor Stone's optimism, and
suppose that a future wartime case might explicitly overrule or ignore the
deferential Schenck to Dennis line of authority in favor of the far stricter
contemporary Brandenburg formula. What then? To what extent, if any,
might the Brandenburg analysis be affected by the presence of "wartime" as
the context for governmental speech regulations? What assurance would
there be that Brandenburg would not fall victim to the same kind of mangled
interpretation that derailed the "clear and present danger" test when applied
to the facts in Schenck and Debs? "Only judicial construction during the next
'Red Scare' or 'McCarthy period,"' Professor David Rabban has remarked,
"will reveal the extent to which [Brandenburg's] relatively protective test
can induce judges to uphold free speech values in times of crisis." 95 Indeed,
to expect a "wartime" Court to disregard existing precedent, to prefer readily
distinguishable First Amendment doctrine, and then to apply it liberally may
prove to be a Sysiphean feat.
92. For an imaginary, but frighteningly realistic account of America as a country still
fighting a "war on terror" in 2011, written by the national coordinator for security and
counterterrorism for Presidents William Clinton and George W. Bush, see Richard A. Clarke,
Ten Years Later, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Jan.-Feb. 2005, at 61. After a series of terrorist attacks
on American soil occurs in 2005, Clarke posits, Congress's authorization of broad emergency
powers under Patriot Act II could result in widespread use of pre-trial detentions and material-
witness warrants to round-up illegal immigrants and ethnic groups suspected of harboring
terrorists - all of this sanctioned by the Attorney General who invokes "the gravest imminent
danger to the public safety," the very standard that justified the Japanese-American internment
during World War II. Id. at 64-65.
93. Ellen Wulfhiorst, Reuters, Erosion of Rights a Long U.S. War Tradition, Nov. 29,
2004, available at http://www.prometheus6.org/node/7716 (quoting Geoffrey Stone).
94. Id.
95. DAVID M. RABBAN, FREE SPEECH IN ITS FORGOTTEN YEARS 380 (1997).
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V. MODERN FREE-SPEECH ANALYSIS: THINKING BEYOND THE "WAR"
PARADIGM
After "mastering" the wartime cases, every First Amendment student is
introduced to the "tool-kit ' 96 associated with modem free speech
methodology. That kit includes analytical tools such as contemporary
interpretations of the overbreadth 97 and vagueness9" doctrines, the "public
forum" doctrine, 99 the content discrimination restriction, 00 and the prior
restraint prohibition.'0 ' But what if the order of study in casebooks were the
other way around? What if students were primed to analyze the
constitutionality of wartime speech codes using the tool-kit rather than the
SchencklBrandenburg doctrines? Such an approach might be instructive not
only for students, but also for litigators and jurists.
Even though Schenck formally remains the law, any concern over the
Schenck/Brandenburg formulations may well prove to be of collateral value.
In many respects, such formulations have been eclipsed by the more recent
and more speech-protective doctrines in the tool-kit. Since no First
Amendment claim ever prevailed under the old wartime "clear and present
danger" test, and no First Amendment claim has ever been tried in a
prosecution for interfering with war efforts under the modem "imminent
lawless action" test, the tool-kit may prove far more functionally useful.
Consider, for example, the Espionage Act of 1917, as amended by the
Sedition Act of 1918, that sent Molly Steimer, Jacob Abrams, Hyman
96. This is the felicitous phrase used by Professor Daniel A. Farber to refer to several
of the devices employed by courts and commentators in First Amendment analysis. See
DANIEL A. FARBER, THE FIRST AMENDMENT 39-56 (2d ed. 2003).
97. See, e.g., Bd. of Airport Comm'rs v. Jews for Jesus, Inc., 482 U.S. 569, 573-75
(1987) (employing overbreadth doctrine to invalidate a regulation prohibiting "First
Amendment activities" within the central terminal at the Los Angeles International Airport).
98. See, e.g., Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Publ'g Co., 486 U.S. 750, 761-64 (1988)
(holding unconstitutional a standardless licensing ordinance permitting unlimited
administrative discretion).
99. See, e.g., United States v. Grace, 461 U.S. 171 (1983) (allowing public protests
on the sidewalks outside the courthouse of the U.S. Supreme Court).
100. See, e.g., Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 412-20 (1989) (reversing conviction
under state flag desecration statute that the majority viewed as a blatant example of content
discrimination).




Lachowsky, and Samuel Lipman to prison for fifteen to twenty-year terms. 1°2They were convicted for violating the following provision of that Act:
[W]hoever, when the United States is at war, shall willfully utter, print,
write, or publish any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or abusive language about
the form of government of the United States, or the Constitution of the
United States, or the military or naval forces of the United States, or the
flag ... or the uniform of the Army or Navy of the United States, or any
language intended to bring the form of government... or the
Constitution ... or the military or naval forces.., or the flag.., of the
United States into contempt, scorn, contumely, or disrepute, or shall willfully
utter, print, write, or publish any language intended to incite, provoke, or
encourage resistance to the United States, or to promote the cause of its
enemies... shall be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or
imprisonment for not more than twenty years, or both.'
0 3
Were the Abrams defendants brought before a federal district court
sitting today in Manhattan for criminal indictments issued under the above
statute, their lawyers undoubtedly would raise a phalanx of facial and as-
applied constitutional challenges. For example, the attorneys would attack
each of the italicized terms for vagueness, substantial overbreadth, content
discrimination, and other related claims. "Scurrilous," after all, refers to any
defamatory or disrespectful utterances - much of which would surely be
protected under New York Times Co. v. Sullivan.' 4 Similarly, "abusive"
language includes insulting or offensive expression - much of which would
surely be protected under Cohen v. California.'l° And any charge of bringing
the American form of government or its flag into "contempt" would surely
102. See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 624 (1919); see also RICHARD
POLENBERG, FIGHTING FAITHS: THE ABRAMS CASE, THE SUPREME COURT, AND FREE SPEECH
132-53, 285-322 (1987).
103. Sedition Act of 1918, ch. 75, 40 Stat. 553 (1918) (emphasis added).
104. 376 U.S. at 273-74 (holding that neither factual error nor defamatory content was
enough to remove First Amendment protection from criticism of public officials).
105. 403 U.S. 15, 25-26 (1971) ("Surely the State has no right to cleanse public debate
to the point where it is grammatically palatable to the most squeamish among us.... [W]e
cannot indulge the facile assumption that one can forbid particular words without also running
a substantial risk of suppressing ideas in the process.").
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fail under Smith v. Goguen. °6 Finally, insofar as the statute targets otherwise
protected expression that is defined by its content, it is a content-
discriminatory regulation that would very likely fail under strict scrutiny
analysis.'
0 7
Contrast such routine and relatively uncontroversial stratagems with the
hornet's nest of arguments compelled by the Schenck/Brandenburg analysis.
Who, in her right First Amendment mind, would opt for the
SchencklBrandenburg complexities over the tool-kit's certainties?
Furthermore, tool-kit analysis need not engage the thorny morass of defining
"wartime" in order to be effective. For example, a law that is vague should
be voided in either peacetime or wartime simply because it fails to notify the
average person of what is prohibited. By much the same logic, a law that is
substantially overbroad should be invalidated in either peacetime or wartime
whenever it reaches clearly protected expression. And a content-
discriminatory law - for example, an anti-demonstration law targeting war
protestors - should be invalidated regardless of the characterization of
existing armed hostilities.
Modem free-speech methodology offers yet another significant
advantage - this one to lawmakers as well as judges. It allows judges to
strike particularly odious speech regulations while leaving the government a
measure of legitimate latitude to craft a new law in constitutional ways. In
effect, the methodology counsels lawmakers: "It's not that you can never
restrict expression in wartime, but the manner by which you've chosen to do
so is unacceptable. You must regulate speech more evenhandedly (i.e.,
without content discrimination), more precisely (i.e., without vagueness), or
more narrowly (i.e., without substantial overbreadth). Or you must regulate
conduct for non-speech purposes, and apply that law narrowly so as to
minimize its impact on expressive conduct.'0 8 If you do that, your law is far
more likely to survive."
In his book, In the Name of War, Professor Christopher N. May took an
understandably pessimistic view as to the likelihood of prevailing on
106. 415 U.S. 566, 573, 578-79 (1974) (holding that a flag desecration statute that
subjects to criminal liability anyone who "treats contemptuously" the U.S. flag is void for
vagueness).
107. See, e.g., United States v. Playboy Entm't Group, Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 812-13
(2000) (content-based regulation of cable television); Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 411-12
(1989) (content-discriminatory regulation of flag burning).




wartime challenges to legislative and executive action.'0 9 "Under exigent
circumstances," he argued, "courts should steer a middle course and defer
review until the emergency has abated."" 0 Recommending judicial
"mechanisms for deferral""' (use of jurisdiction and justiciability doctrines
such as standing, sovereign immunity, ripeness, and political question), May
hoped to avoid the liberty-restrictive rulings likely to occur in times of
war. 1 2 His fears, we suspect, would be compounded either by the revival of
Schenck or by the diminishment of Brandenburg - both realistic scenarios in
times of national crisis. Those same fears, we hope, might be allayed by a
principled application of modem free-speech doctrine.
VI. CLOSING THOUGHTS
Writing in the Supreme Court Review almost four decades ago, Dean
Alfange, Jr. offered up a compelling critique' 3 of the Warren Court's
opinion in United States v. O'Brien,"4 the draft-card burning case. What
struck Alfange as problematic about the result was that it came at the hands
of a Court otherwise protective of free-speech rights and that it relied upon
unpersuasive reasoning."' The majority's opinion, in Alfange's view, had
"all the deceptive simplicity and superficial force that can usually be
achieved by begging the question."' 6 What could explain the Warren
Court's surprising turn of mind in favor of government suppression of
political dissent? Beyond legal niceties, there was but one likely answer for
Alfange:
Despite the Warren Court's record of defending the civil liberties of the
political dissenter against legislative attack, it coyly chose in this case to
accept the law uncritically on its face and to avoid recognition of the
manifest congressional purpose. Perhaps the episode serves largely as
another reminder of Justice Holmes's observation that "many things that
109. MAY, supra note 18, at 254-75.
110. ld. at 268.
IIl. Id. at 270.
112. Id. at 270-75.
113. Dean Alfange, Jr., Free Speech and Symbolic Conduct: The Draft-Card Burning
Case, 1968 SuP. CT. REV. 1.
114. 391 U.S. 367 (1968).
115. Alfange, supra note 113, at 2-3.
116. Id. at 3.
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might be said in time of peace. .. will not be endured so long as men
fight."
, 17
Once all of the doctrinal dust had settled, what explained O'Brien more
than anything else was the largely unstated - the existence of "war." Even
over the strong objection of Justice Douglas," 8 the Warren Court would not
entertain any further investigation into what may have influenced its thinking
most. In that light, O'Brien is a cautionary tale of what can go wrong when
the judiciary abdicates review over the necessary predicate for abridging a
constitutional right.
The O'Brien Court might have dispensed with Justice Douglas's
concerns after rebriefing and reargument in the case. And having reached the
"declaration of war" question, the result could have been equally problematic
insofar as the First Amendment claim failed. Troublesome as that may be, at
least such an approach would highlight the fact that free-speech liberties
were set aside in the name of war.
For prudential and practical reasons, judges (bowing to Bickel) may be
reluctant to pass upon the constitutional character of Executive action, either
in the First Amendment context or any other. Nonetheless, the 2004 enemy
combatant cases' 19 suggest that courts need not be slavish when the
Executive endangers fundamental rights in the name of war.
One possible avenue of recourse 20 is that whenever the government
invokes "war" as a justification for abridging First Amendment freedoms, the
117. Id. at 52 (quoting Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919)).
118. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 389-91 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
119. Al Odah v. United States, 124 S. Ct. 2686 (2004); Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct. 2686
(2004); Hamdi v. Rumsfield, 124 S. Ct. 2633 (2004).
120. We offer this proposal more as a "thought experiment" than a fully developed
theory. In other words, our objective here is to test the analytical waters, rather than to launch
a fully crafted constitutional argument. The point is to do something about the problem
identified in this Article. In sketching this proposal, we are fortified by our understanding that
federal judicial review of national security measures during wartime (as the enemy-combatant
cases have most recently demonstrated) is more likely to turn on the character of political
action as bilateral (i.e., involving Congress's explicit authorization of Executive action) or
unilateral (i.e., involving Executive claims of inherent authority) than on the framework of
individual rights. For an analysis of the "constitutional tradition of judicial scrutiny" of the
political institutional processes culminating in wartime security measures, see generally
Samuel Issacharoff & Richard H. Pildes, Between Civil Libertarianism and Executive
Unilateralism: An Institutional Process Approach to Rights during Wartime, in THE
CONSTITUTION IN WARTIME, supra note 18, at 161-97.
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judiciary should, in Professor Stone's words, "be especially skeptical''2 in
the absence of an Article I, Section 8 declaration. 22 This is but another way
of saying that the Schenck predicate for diminishing free-speech protections
must be satisfied.
The value of this approach is that it allows an insistent Presidency to
perpetuate wartime hostilities without judicial intervention, but disallows
encroachments on the First Amendment during that period unless the
President is willing and able to obtain from Congress a formal declaration of
war. As a practical matter, whether this approach actually results in greater
protection of expression will depend, as most such issues of constitutional
rights generally do, on the liberty-loving character of the political actors in
office at the time. As a logical matter, however, the advantage is that a legal
state of "war" declared and executed by two separate governmental bodies
must be distinguished from the political rhetoric of a "time of war" as the
predicate to speech-restrictive executive measures.
In other words, the Executive cannot have it both ways: it cannot engage
in "self-declared war" and simultaneously use "war" as a justification for
suppressing speech. Of course, if the Court chooses not to engage in Schenck
predicate analysis,12 1 it can always employ, as we already have discussed, the
modem methodologies of vagueness, substantial overbreadth, content
discrimination, prior restraint, and other such devices.
Whenever the war question is in doubt, Professor Stone counsels
"particularly careful scrutiny."12 4 We fully agree. But to do so, law students
and lawyers alike should learn history's most valuable lesson: the present
must not repeat the errors of the past. Perilous Times, in this respect, is an
invaluable resource. It ably recounts a history, much of which should not be
repeated.
In the acknowledgements to Perilous Times, Geoffrey Stone recognizes
two of his most significant mentors: University of Chicago Law Professor
Harry Kalven, Jr., a celebrated free speech scholar, and Justice William J.
121. Different Wars, Similar Fears, supra note 15, at 14.
122. One wonders, of course, exactly what a congressional declaration of a "war on
terrorism" would look like. That such a declaration strikes us as preposterous is indicative of
the metaphorical character of the current "war." Even so, if Congress were to proceed to
declare a "war on terrorism," there is a greater likelihood that it would be defined in a far
more limited fashion than the President would have Americans understand it.
123. This should be understood to implicate either Holmes's reformulation of Schenck
in Abrams or the application of the Brandenburg test to wartime cases.
124. Different Wars, Similar Fears, supra note 15, at 14.
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Brennan, Jr., one of the Supreme Court's greatest luminaries in First
Amendment law. Stone puts it humbly: "I hope this book would have pleased
them.""'2
Given the monumental achievement of this work, Stone can be confident
that they would have been very pleased, indeed. For we suspect that this will
be a book with a long and worthy history.
125. STONE, supra note 1, at xix.
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